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As the early morning fog swirled around the bottomlands of New Market Heights on
September 29th, 1864, a single division of United States Colored Troops (hereafter cited as
USCT) moved towards the Confederate positions in front of them. Their goal was to punch
through the enemy defenses and open the road to the Confederate capital, Richmond, about
seven miles away. If Richmond fell, the end of the Civil War was inevitable. Roughly three
hours after the first shots were fired the battle was over; the USCT had control of New Market
Heights. Almost as soon as the battle was over, the controversy of who won began to circulate;
some claimed the USCT, others that the rebels had fallen back on their own free-will, and
handed the Federals a victory. In the aftermath of the battle, fourteen USCT soldiers were
awarded the Medal of Honor, and others proclaimed that the awards were politically motivated.
This paper will attempt to prove that the Battle of New Market Heights was won by the USCT
with their tenacious attacks against the Confederates, and their medals were justly earned.
The Petersburg-Richmond Siege had begun in mid-June when the Army of the Potomac
had crossed the James River and attacked the city of Petersburg. 1 For the next nine months, the
Army of the Potomac would attack and maneuver around Petersburg. It is the Army of the
James, however, that this paper is interested in. While the Army of the Potomac would attack
Petersburg, the Army of the James would push against Richmond on numerous occasions. The
USCT division at New Market Heights came from the XVIII Corps of the Army of the James.2
This division had three brigades, though only two would take part of the assault at New
Market Heights. The two brigades numbered some 3,000 men and officers, and only some of
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these troops had seen combat before.3 Though they had been untested in combat, it would be a
mistake to say they were unready. One officer of USCT wrote, “The short time…between the
organization of the command and its departure…to become a part of the Army of the James, was
spent in drill, in which most of the regiments were exceptionally proficient.”4 Why did the
regiments prove so adept at soldiering? Another officer wrote, “They saw that the day of their
redemption had arrived.”5
These USCT indeed had a redemption coming; during the Civil War about 180,000 black
men fought for the Union cause- one author estimates that 150,000 were ex-slaves.6 The 4th
USCT, one of the regiments to take part in the Battle of New Market Heights, was nearly half exslave.7
In charge of the 3,000 colored troops was a man named Charles J. Paine, a brigadier
general, who, like his men, had not seen much combat. He served on the staff of Benjamin
Butler, the commander of the Army of the James, and the close connection got his promotion to
division command. He was thirty-nine years old.8
Opposing the Federals at New Market Heights were approximately 1,800 Confederates
under the command of Brigadier General John Gregg, who was one day past his thirty-sixth
birthday on the day of the battle.9 The gray-clad soldiers in this sector had a pivotal role in the
fighting to come; Richmond was only seven miles and 70% of Robert E. Lee’s force was some
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twenty miles away at Petersburg.10 Though outnumbered, the Confederates had two pivotal
equalizers; the Texas Brigade and earthworks.
The Texas Brigade was arguably one of the best-fighting unit in the entire Confederacy
during the Civil War. It started out as a unit composed entirely of Lone Star troops in the early
spring of 1862, and had fought in some of the toughest engagements of the war; at Antietam the
1st Texas alone lost 80% of its men in twenty minutes of fighting.11 Though the Texans were
supported by seven pieces of artillery and some dismounted cavalry, they would face the brunt of
the fighting on September 29th.12
By this point in the war, both armies had turned to extensive use of earthworks and other
fortifications. Gone were the neat battle lines blazing away at each other until one fell back in
confusion. Trench warfare, foreshadowing of the First World War, had begun to take over
Virginia, and New Market Heights was no different. The defenses constructed by the
Confederates went such: at the edge of their redoubt was a small ditch, then fifty yards in front to
an abatis, “composed of heavy trees laid down or felled around a fort… and the branches
sharpened and so interlaced that men cannot crawl through them…”13 Along with the abatis,
Confederates had constructed devices known as chevaux-de-frise, “each section typically sixteen
feet long. The central log had holes every twelve to sixteen inches…with stakes seven feet long
sharpened at each end shoved through the holes.”14 From that line of fortifications the
Confederate line extended downhill one hundred yards to another line of abatis. From there the
hill descended one-hundred and fifty yards to a thick stand of trees and a marshy bottom. Thus,
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the advancing Federals would have to attack through the marsh, up to the first line of abatis,
break through those, charge into the chevaux-de-frise, cut them open, and then the final fifty
yards over the ditch and into the redoubt. All the while under the trained musketry of the Texas
Brigade.
Paine’s division advanced at 5:30 AM on September 29th, into the early morning fog and
mist. Sunrise would not reach Richmond until 6:00 AM, and in the darkness Paine assembled his
division for the assault. But the untested commander decided to send in one brigade at a time;
breaking a fundamental rule of combat He simply did not bring enough of men forward; one
historian has said that, “to achieve success, the attacker should have a three-to-one numerical
advtange.”15 Yet Paine’s first brigade, under the command of Samuel Duncan, only had 750
men.16 Duncan’s men moved forward without the rifles capped to prevent them from stopping to
fire.17
Duncan’s advance was shattered. The Confederate musketry tore the USCT to pieces but
still the Federals struggled forward. Canister, lead-filled tins that exploded like shotgun shells,
erupted from the Confederate artillery and chopped more USCT down. Federal officers were
killed or wounded, and private soldiers took command of their units; contrary to War
Department officials who did not allow blacks to become officers out of fear that they would not
know how to lead, the privates led with ability and steadfastness. No matter how much
steadfastness or bravery the USCT displayed however, the Federals could carry no further. The
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assault had advanced with 750 men, and Duncan’s men broke to the rear after suffering 387. 18
One Confederate wrote, “In effect, it was a massacre.”19
Paine reeled back from losing so many in his first assault. He brought up his second
brigade, commanded by Colonel Alonzo Draper. Draper had 1,300 men under him, almost
double that Duncan had brought forward. Aligning his regiments one behind another, Draper set
off at 7:30 AM. His men carried over the exact same ground that Duncan had deployed, and
while the Texans opened fire, again tearing great gaps open in the lines, Draper’s regiments
charged forward. They, unlike Duncan, had their rifles capped and their volleys began to take a
toll on the Confederate lines. For thirty minutes the two lines fired back and forth, before Draper
began to realize that the Confederate fire was breaking off. Ordering a last charge, his men
stormed and captured the works.20
Why had the Confederate fire slackened? Was the shooting of the USCT taking that
heavy of a toll? Had the Confederates run out of ammunition? In fact, it was neither. At the same
time that Paine was attacking at New Market Heights, other Federal units were advancing against
other portions of the Confederate lines. Mainly at a location named Fort Harrison, Federal units
pressed against the Confederates. Fort Harrison was closer to Richmond, and its capture directly
threatened Richmond. Brigadier General Gregg, the Confederate in charge of the New Market
Line, began to send reinforcements towards Fort Harrison.21
Some historians like to point out that Gregg sending men away makes the case that the
USCT at New Market Heights was of little consequence. However, that is not true. Had Gregg
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abandoned New Market Heights wholesale, the Federals in Paine’s division and other supporting
elements would have had a clear road into Richmond. While Fort Harrison was closer to
Richmond, and had to be defended, Gregg had to defend both locations; it was not a preference
left up to him. The Federal advance at New Market Heights may have in fact weakened other
portions of Gregg’s line, as one historian says, because while Paine was attacking, other units to
his right were able to puncture through the Confederate line that was suffering remarkably few
casualties.22 In his final assault, Draper lost 450 soldiers.23 Without Draper’s tough stand against
the Confederates’ fire, the Federals would not have captured New Market Heights.
In total, Paine’s division suffered close to 800 casualties for the possession of New
Market Heights.24 On the other hand, it is hard to know how many Confederate casualties there
were because numbers recorded were of the entire Fifth Offensive, of which New Market
Heights was only one battle. It cannot be assumed to be much, because Gregg had taken some of
his men away for the defense of Fort Harrison and one Federal officer himself admitted, “The
rebels retreated rapidly and we secured but few prisoners.”25 The Battle of New Market Heights
brought the Federal forces closer to Richmond and had finally captured the bastion that had
repulsed the Union armies on two separate occasions.26
The legacy of the Battle of New Market Heights without a doubt is the fact that fourteen
Medals of Honor were awarded to the USCT. To put that into perspective, only eighteen black
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soldiers were awarded the Medal during the war and two of those came from state units. 27 Much
like the earlier controversy of who truly won the battle, historians disagree over whether or not
the USCT recipients actually deserve their award.
In a report dated October 11th, Benjamin Butler, the commander of the Army of the
James, wrote, “The colored soldiers by coolness, steadiness, and determined courage and dash
have silenced every cavil of the doubters of their soldierly capacity…”28 In that same report,
Butler named dozens of soldiers for commendation to the War Department, and out of that list,
fourteen would be chosen for the Medal of Honor. The first twelve Medals were issued in April,
1865, three days before Robert E. Lee even surrendered at Appomattox.29
Others, however, were not as keen on the idea that the USCT rightfully deserved their
awards. Recently, one of them wrote, “Ben Butler and his apologists hailed the action at New
Market Heights as a great victory for the black troops. It was not that at all…”30 That same
historian claimed that the recipients of the Medal of Honor actually did “nothing extraordinary.”
Another historian wrote, “it would be difficult to identify a major engagement in which black
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soldiers played a crucial role.”31 It can be assumed with a comment like that, the author does not
believe that the Medals of Honor were justly awarded.
It is not the purpose of this paper to index every single award, but two would suffice to
show that the USCT did in fact deserve their medals. First is Sergeant Major Christian
Fleetwood, of the 4th USCT, one of the regiments in Duncan’s failed assaults. Fleetwood went
into action and witnessed two color bearers shot down. Without delay, Fleetwood grabbed the
Stars and Stripes and carried them through the rest of the fight.32 The second instance came from
Private James Gardiner, of the 36th USCT, part of Draper’s assault. Gardiner’s act of bravery
came during the final charge on the Confederate redoubt; his citation reads, “Rushed in advance
of his brigade, shot a rebel officer who was on the parapet rallying his men, and then ran him
through with his bayonet.”33 Though extremely violent, Gardiner’s citation also reveals that he
was unafraid to close in with the enemy and eliminate a target that was helping the Confederates
rally.
Historians will differ on whether or not the USCT deserved the medals they were
awarded, but there is one source that prevails over all. When the Medal of Honor was created in
1862, it was the only medal available for distribution, and thus during and after the war it was
awarded with little thought to the actions behind the citation, as opposed to today when the
Medal is only awarded to those acts of extreme courage and selflessness. As part of the National
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Defense Act of 1916, Section 122 orders, “A board to consist of five general officers…shall be
convened…for the purpose of investigating and reporting on past awards.” The act went on, “this
with a view to ascertain what medals of honor… have been awarded…for any other cause other
than distinguished conduct.”34
The review board came back with its findings on February 5th, 1917, and with its report,
struck nine-hundred and eleven names from the Medal of Honor roll. Of these 911, none of the
USCT recipients from the Battle of New Market Heights lost their medals. With the Review
Board’s finding, the critiques of today’s historians have little grounding.35
The Battle of New Market Heights proved to the untested USCT of Charles Paine’s
division that they were capable of going up against some of the best Confederate forces. Their
tenacity, their bravery under fire, and their ultimate victory over their foes proved to many that
they were a force to be reckoned with. They won the battle, no matter what many historians have
to say, and finally, the fourteen soldiers who were awarded the Medal of Honor were justly
recognized.
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The United States Colored Troops (USCT) was a branch of the United States Army founded in 1863 to recruit, organize, and oversee
the service of African American soldiers during the American Civil War (1861â€“1865). USCT regiments consisted of black enlisted men
led in almost all cases by white officers.Â Black soldiers at New Market Heights and Fort Gilmer earned fourteen of the sixteen total
Medals of Honor awarded to African American soldiers during the Civil War. Of these fourteen Medals of Honor, five went to Virginians:
Powhatan Beaty (5th USCT), James Gardiner (36th USCT), Miles James (36th USCT), Edward Ratcliff (38th USCT), and Charles Veal
(4th USCT). Agreed. The oft-overlooked Battle of New Market Heights was a clear demonstration of that morale and determination. But
although it may have been a strategic error not to put more USCT troops in combat, it was a political reality. Most white Americans just
didn't believe that blacks would make good soldiers.Â They fought well and left many dead on the field I have not been much in favor of
colored soldiers, but yesterday's work convinced me that they will fight. So Hurrah for the colored troops!" - Elisha Hunt Rhodes, June
19, 1864. Source: All for the Union: The Civil War Diary & Letters of Elisha Hunt Rhodes - Elisha Hunt Rhodes - Google Books. The
United States Colored Troops (USCT) were regiments in the United States Army composed primarily of African-American (colored)
soldiers, although members of other minority groups also served with the units. They were first recruited during the American Civil War,
and by the end of that war in April 1865, the 175 USCT regiments constituted about one-tenth of the manpower of the Union Army.
About 20% of USCT soldiers died, a rate about 35% higher than that for white Union troops. Despite heavy

